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Pervasive interfaces can present relevant information anywhere in our environment, and they are thus
challenged by the non rectilinearity of the display surface (e.g. circular table) and by the presence of objects
that can partially occlude the interface (e.g. a book or cup on the table). To tackle this problem, we propose a
novel solution based on two core contributions: the decomposition of the interface into deformable graphical
units, called Dynamic Decals, and the control of their position and behaviour by a constraint-based approach.
Our approach dynamically deforms the interface when needed while minimizing the impact on its visibility and
layout properties. To do so, we extend previous work on implicit deformations to propose and experimentally
validate functions defining different decal shapes and new deformers modeling decal deformations when
they collide. Then, we interactively optimize the decal placements according to the interface geometry and
their interrelations. Relations are modeled as constraints and the interface evolution results from an easy and
efficient to solve minimization problem. Our approach is validated by a user study showing that, compared
to two baselines, Dynamic decals is an aesthetically pleasant interface that preserves visibility, layout and
aesthetic properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Pervasive interfaces (e.g. projection-based, embedded displays, tabletops [40]) are relevant in several
contexts, such as smart buildings, university classrooms or museums, to provide situated access to
contextual data, online resources and interactive content [19, 31, 51]. However, the deployment of
such interfaces is challenged by the non-regularity of the display surface (e.g. a circular table), as well
as the presence of objects that can occlude the projection (e.g. a cup or book on a table). Adapting
current interfaces to better fit and take profit of the available space is complex as traditional GUIs
windows and widgets are mostly rectangular and designed for rectangular screens. Besides, in such
pervasive contexts the interface should be able to dynamically adapt to the available display space
(e.g. when the user moves a cup over the interface), which poses an additional problem.
Most of the previous solutions in HCI addressing this problem of content occlusion consist in
presenting the occluded content or an icon-sized miniature around the physical objects [14, 27],
which brings additional limitations (content visibility of icon-sized miniatures, maximum number
and size of elements). The few approaches trying to develop real freeform projections that would
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Fig. 1. In this work, we model pervasive freeform interfaces as dynamic arrangements of deformable UI
widgets, called Dynamic Decals. (a) Our approach is fully dynamic and it automatically adapts the placement
and shape of UI widgets w.r.t. (b) user interaction and (c) changes on the screen shape. The relations between
the decals are modeled as constraints on their placement and are modified and optimized interactively to (d)
enforce specific relations (e.g., alignment), or (e) to adapt the placement to complex display setup. We model
decals as deformable objects (f) that are constrained by the screen boundaries and surrounding decals.

adapt to this available display space either are intended to augment tangibles instead of projecting
regular 2D UI layouts [41] or deform the overall interface using content warping [8]. However,
warping the entire interface has a negative impact on content visibility, since all objects on the
vicinity of the deformed area are either hidden or severely deformed.
We present Dynamic Decals, denoted decals subsequently, a novel type of deformable UI widget
that can overcome the aforementioned issues. This concept is inspired by previous work in computer
graphics introducing repetitive patterns composing 2D textures [10]. As illustrated in Figure 1,
in our approach all the elements of the graphical interface are represented as decals. Decals can
be automatically deformed when colliding with other decals, with physical objects or with the
boundaries of the display window. This shape deformation allows the interface content to become
freeform and maximize space occupation. Furthermore, our approach allows us to define the position
of the group of decals composing the interface to respect certain layout properties, such as alignment.
This repositioning of the content at the decal level, preserves content visibility and readability. We
thus focus on the following research challenges: (1) how to define the decal deformation according
to its initial shape and content, and (2) how to define the placement constraints that rule the
behaviour of an interface made of several decals.
Our technical contribution to solve the first challenge consists in the use of field function
deformers: we introduce four new deformers for modeling UI objects when they collide based on
two inside behaviors (squash or overlap) and two boundary behaviors (union or blending). We also
describe the implementation of three different initial shapes for the decals: circular, rectangular
and rectangular with rounded corners. We studied three types of decal content (icons, images and
text), however the general approach is valid for any other content. To validate this implementation,
we conducted a user study where we asked participants to rate the deformations that resulted from
applying the four deformers to the aforementioned decals shape and content according to different
visibility and aesthetics metrics.
To solve the second challenge, we propose a constraint-based approach. We contribute a novel set
of constraints to ensure that the overall layout of decals complies with adequate layout properties.
Constraints are defined as cost functions measuring certain properties of the interface, e.g., decals
must stay in the display area and not overlap with physical objects, decals should stay at a given
minimal distance. When the user interacts with the UI or when the display area is changed, we
optimize the placement of the decals by minimizing the cost introduced by this change, as measured
by the constraints. We validate these constraints through a controlled study where we implemented
various interfaces and emulated either a physical object occluding its content or a change in the
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overall display shape. Finally, we validate the Dynamic Decals approach though a user study
comparing our approach with two baselines, when a physical object occludes the content and
when the interface fits a freeform display area. Results show that compared to the baselines, users
found our system to be aesthetically pleasant while preserving content visibility, layout properties
(alignment and grouping) and usability.
To summarize, our contributions are at the intersection of HCI and Computer Graphics and can
be detailed a follows: (1) the definition of Dynamic Decals; (2) the design and implementation of
the graphical behaviour of Dynamic Decals, validated through a first user study; (3) the design
and implementation of a constraint-based approach to control the placement of decals, validated
through a controlled automatic evaluation; and (4) the validation of our approach through a final
user study evaluating aesthetics, content visibility, layout properties and usability. Beyond these
findings, we believe that this research opens new promising directions and is a source of inspiration
for enriching HCI research with Computer Graphics methods and optimisation models for the
design and implementation of new GUIs (e.g. immersive interfaces [13]).
2

RELATED WORK

Our goal is to define dynamic UIs where individual elements (e.g., icons, images) are moved and
deformed depending on the display shape and its surroundings. We first review current approaches
to deal with content occlusion in pervasive interfaces. We review methods to adapt traditional
GUIs to non-rectangular displays, as well as graphical layout optimization.
2.1

Occlusion-aware interfaces

The pervasive display of user interfaces on the environment (either using tabletop or projected
systems) raises the prevailing challenge of how to overcome virtual content occlusion by physical
objects such as books, cups or plants [22, 51]. Vogel and Balakrishnan [52] defined the concept
of Occlusion-aware interfaces, i.e. interaction techniques which know what area of the display is
occluded to counteract potential problems or use the hidden area. The usual approach in these
occlusion-aware interfaces consists on presenting the occluded content or an icon-sized miniature
around the physical objects [14, 27], which are used as anchors. For instance, SnapRail [14] creates
a circular widget rail around the physical objects, where the interface elements are attached. This
approach has the disadvantage of not preserving the original layout of the interface, and adopting a
circular layout can make it difficult to handle large virtual elements, or too many elements. ObjecTop
[27] presents an icon-sized miniature representation of the occluded content (which remains in its
original location) around the physical object. However, this approach does not preserve the content
visibility, and requires the user to perform an explicit action to access the content.
Instead, our approach is to decompose the interface into smaller elements, and then propose a
novel solution to reorganize these elements using constraints to preserve the desired UI properties,
and if needed deform the content to fit into the available space.
2.2

Adapting GUI layouts to non-rectangular displays

Layout adaptation has first been studied for standard rectangular displays, such as desktop or
mobile displays, to define one GUI that can adapt to multiple target platforms [34, 48]. Waldner et
al. [53] developed a display-adaptive window management for irregular surfaces. Their approach
semi-automatically placed the rectangular windows in the available display space. To best exploit
the available freeform display space in pervasive environments, others have explored the use of
projected interfaces combined with content mapping or deformation. For instance, the Illumiroom
and RoomAlive concepts [24, 25] are room-sized systems where the virtual content is projected
onto the walls. This content distortion can also be used to create perspective-aware interfaces [36].
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The combination of the previous considerations, i.e. object occlusion management and content
deformation, has been scarcely explored. Cotting et al. [8] developed the Display Bubbles system,
a projected interface that is deformed to adapt to the environment. However, in this work the
whole window is warped, which impacts the visibility of the content, particularly for UI elements
that are close to the edges of the window (and which are more severely deformed). Controlling
the deformation of the interface leads to a tradeoff between efficient space coverage and visibility/manipulability of the content. FlowPut [41] is an environment-aware framework that projects
output on and around tangible objects: the projection is optimized by environmental constraints to
avoid interferences between the projection and real-world objects. FlowPut proposes two presentation techniques: either to place visual elements based on environmental constraints, or to project
as much visual content in the surrounding of the tangible object as possible. However, this work
does not study how to optimize the layout of multiple UI elements on a freeform space to respect
the desired UI properties.
Instead, our approach is based on decomposing the interface into deformable freeform widgets
than can be dynamically rearranged, preserving the content visibility at the widget level. To
ensure visibility, we also prioritize virtual objects arrangement over deformation. Our approach
is related to previous attempts to define interfaces with particle systems applying some type of
physics [1, 26, 29, 54]. For instance, [54] used an advanced game physics engine combined with a
touch surface to add real-worl dynamics to interactive surfaces. This approach uses the physical
simulation to handle collisions and frictions of virtual objects. Overall, physics-based approaches are
well-adapted to develop playful interfaces and real-world metaphors. However, they have a limited
expressive power and hence are less adapted to define gui layout properties than constraint-based
approaches.
2.3

Constraint-based layout optimization

Standard user interfaces are usually designed manually, which limits their use in dynamic contexts.
Several approaches have been proposed to optimize the interface layout and speeding up the
creation process. For instance, Scout [50] is a system helping designers to explore alternatives
through high-level constraints based on design concepts such as semantic structure or emphasis.
Dayama et al. [9] propose an optimization approach to generate grid-based layouts. These methods
can also integrate a modelization of the user’s performance. For instance, Duan et al. [12] present an
automatic method to optimize the layout of mobile UIs using a predictive model of task performance.
Constraints have also been applied to generate web interfaces according to predefined requirements,
such as image placement depending on the page width [5]. All these approaches are similar in that
they generate static versions of the interface, either during the design process, or before rendering
(as for web interfaces).
Closer to our contributions, automatic methods have been proposed to dynamically adapt
interfaces to user actions. In 1962 Sutherland [49] already used atomic constraints in the seminal
Sketchpad to control lines organization: vertical, horizontal, parallel, or perpendicular. Constraints
were then used to assist direct manipulation techniques in interactive geometric modelling [17, 21,
47]. For instance, Gleicher [16, 17] used constraints to establish and preserve relationships between
geometric objects positioned with direct manipulation. Most of these approaches rely on linear
constraints, which do not scale well to real-world applications. Instead, Hosobe [20] proposed a
constraint solver handling non-linear geometric constraints such as Euclidean geometric, nonoverlapping, and graph layout constraints. When applied to UIs, constraints help to define the state
of an interface according to user input, as in ConstraintJS [38], or to dynamically adjust layouts
when the window dimensions change. For instance, Cassowary [2] is a constraint solver algorithm
used in windows management in some commercial systems, such as Apple’s Auto Layout. However,
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most of these systems perform on rectangular content distributed on linear grids. Riemann et al. [41]
use environmental constraints (projection quality, proximity to desired location, orientation, scale)
to project content on and around tangible objects. However, they did not apply such constraints to
reorganize traditional UI layouts. To our knowledge no previous approach tackles the challenge of
the organization of non-rectangular UI elements in a freeform display space.
3

DYNAMIC DECALS

Before detailing our contribution, we describe the problems we intend to solve with a usage scenario.
3.1

Problem Statement

Bob is a student at a smart campus, where classrooms have been augmented by projecting interfaces
on tables. As the HCI class starts, the system projects the file navigation showing a grid of folders.
The table is circular and the projected interface is square, hence not fully exploiting the available
display space (1-space coverage). The teacher starts providing the session instructions, and Bob
needs to take some notes and opens his notebook, covering a part of the interface. Then Bob needs
to open a specific folder, which is hidden by his notebook (2-object occlusion). He moves the book
and selects the folder to open. The folder contains a set of images. Bob decides to rescale his window
to avoid any object occlusion. The window now covers only half of the table, which leaves large
parts of the table unused and makes image preview icons too small (3-content visibility). Students
need to carry out a 5 minutes brainstorming session using the post-it application. Bob starts adding
and linking post-its. He needs more space so he decides to enlarge the projected window. Then
he needs to manually displace the post-its to the available spaces that are not covered by physical
objects, which is quite tedious (4-content positioning).
3.2

Overview of the proposed approach

To solve these challenges, and achieve dynamic layout optimization, we divide the interface into
graphical elements and cast our problem as an interactive dynamic placement problem. Our
approach is composed of three main contributions: (1) the definition of a novel type of deformable
GUI element, the Dynamic Decals (denoted decals), ; (2) a dynamic layout optimisation model, which
moves the decals according to predefined constraints and user interaction; and (3) a deformation
model, which changes the shapes of colliding decals. The approach of decomposing the interface
into multiple small graphical elements is well adapted to pervasive scenarios applications, such as
post-its for brainstorming, gallery of images, or grids of files and folders (see Illustrative Applications
section in the Discussion). In this paper we focus on such scenarios, although we further discuss
how our approach could be extended to consider more complex interface layouts in the Future
Work section.
3.3 Decal definition and possible shapes
To define the dynamic graphical elements of our interface, we introduce a new contribution: the
use of field function deformers with their formulation. Our dynamic decals are inspired by previous
work in computer graphics, namely Implicit Decals. Implicit Decals are small tiles used to texture
the surface of a free form 3D object and were introduced with an implicit formulation by de Groot
et al. [10]. An Implicit Decal 𝐷𝑖 is defined by a field function 𝑓𝑖 (𝑝) : R2 → [0, 1] whose value is 1 at
the decal center, 0 at all points 𝑝 along its influence limit and 12 at points on the decal boundary (see
Appendix A). A fundamental advantage of the field function formulation is to enable the automatic
generation of contact deformations between 𝑛 decals by combining their field functions 𝑓𝑖 with a
composition operator. In this paper we define three different decal shapes corresponding to the
most common element shapes in GUIs (see Figure 2): square, rounded square and circle (all shape
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equations are provided in Appendix B). Each decal content, e.g. text, icons or images, can then be
stored as a 2D texture.
3.4

Layout constraint properties

In this section we introduce our formulation for the interactive layout adaptation.
R
We propose to optimize the position of the
t
t
t
θ
p s
p s
p s
decals according to desired layout properR
R
ties, e.g. spacing, alignment. Each time the
display property changes (e.g., the shape
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
of the display changes, a physical object
is moved on top of the display area), our
Fig. 2. (a) Square, (b) rounded square and (c) a circle decal
system updates the decal positions.
1
Our contribution is to extend the use shapes. In red, iso-lines 𝑓𝑖 = 2 and 𝑓𝑖 = 0 defining respectively
of arbitrary constraints expressed as cost the decal boundary and its limit of influence. (d) Icon decal
adapted to the three shapes
functions [33], which are minimized in
the least squares sense to find a compromise between them. This enables the design of new constraints specific to GUI layout optimisation.
Also, this approach allows to define a gamut constraint to force the decals to stay within the display
area.
We now present the new constraints we have defined to preserve the desired GUI layout properties: GUI content visibility, layout simplicity, which refers to the number of lines and columns on the
layout grid (i.e. if items are aligned, the layout is simpler), and content grouping. We designed these
constraints empirically, following the layout simplicity guidelines introduced by Galitz [15], Ngo
et al. [37]. In these constraints, coordinates and distances are expressed in pixels. All constraints
equations are detailed in Appendix C.
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Fig. 3. Our layout constraints. For each one of them, we illustrate the cost function and the value of the cost
according to the decals positions.

3.4.1 Gamut constraint. The goal of this constraint is to force the decals to stay within the display
area (i.e. the gamut). A decal having a radius 𝑟𝑖 = 𝑛 pixels is penalized if it lays inside the display
area but at less than 𝑛 pixels from the boundary (see Figure 3-A).
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3.4.2 Distance constraints. We propose two distance constraints in order to (1) prevent decals
overlap to preserve content visibility and (2) favor decals grouping. The minimum distance (see
Figure 3-C) constraint penalizes overlapping decals. The maximum distance (see Figure 3-D)
constraint ensures that decals belonging to the same group remain in close proximity to each other.
We look for proximity and do not want to favor distances in 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions. Thus, we penalize
decals when their L2 distance goes higher than a given threshold.
3.4.3 Alignment. The anchor line constraint ensures that decals belonging to the same vertical/horizontal line remain aligned even when one of the decals moves (see Figure 3-B). The cost
is computed w.r.t. the distance between the anchor line 𝑙 and each decal x𝑘 belonging to a group.
Any group of decals can be associated with multiple lines, either vertical, horizontal or both (e.g. to
form a grid). Depending on the context, the position of the line can be either fixed (ie. coordinates
are defined when creating the interface) or updated when the display properties change.
3.5

Deformation properties

Squashing Overlapping

When modeling the contact interaction of decals, there are two aspects to define : the way
Union
Blending
Rigid
the content (i.e. the inside part) deforms and
the way the boundary deforms. Concerning
the content, our goal is to preserve its visibility during deformation. For the boundaries, the
deformer could tend to preserve its shape to accentuate the separation between decals, or on
the contrary, fuse them to indicate that decals
belong to a same group of GUI elements (e.g.
such as toolbar icons).
In this paper, we thus introduce four new
deformers for modeling UI objects interactions
Fig. 4. The different types of deformers modeling the
when they collide (equations are detailed in Ap- different contact behaviors for our study. By row, the
pendix D). They are based on two inside behav- inside content behavior (overlapping or squashing) and
iors - squashing or overlapping (Figure 4-rows) by column, the decal boundary behavior (union, blend- and two decal boundary behaviors - union or ing or rigid).
blending (Figure 4-left and middle columns).
The spacial case of the display boundary that remains rigid when a decal collides - i.e. only the
decal is deformed - is handled with the same two inside decal behaviors (squashing or overlapping).
Note that these two additional deformers, illustrated in Figure 4-right, are not part of the study
(Section 5) as the squashing or overlapping behaviors of the decals is already evaluated.
4

IMPLEMENTATION

To achieve real-time performances, we use the versatile solver proposed by Mellado et al. [33], which
allows to define arbitrary constraints between optimized elements. After each layout optimization
step, we deform the colliding GUI elements with other elements or with display boundaries.
Interactive processing pipeline. Our approach is designed to dynamically update a GUI when the
display area or its content change: we call such event an update event. Our prototype takes as input
an augmented GUI, where GUI elements are modelled as decals and their relations described as
constraints. Each time an update event is triggered, the system starts by updating the gamut: a 2D
binary texture (black inside, white outside) caches the gamut of the current frame. Similarly, we
compute and store in a 2D texture the associated signed distance field. For the studies, we combine
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: October 2021.
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a static binary image representing the display area, modified by adding the footprint of the object
at a given location. With this approach, the system can easily handle multiple physical objects,
since no additional computation is needed to integrate each object. Then the solver is run, taking
as input the decals, their relations, and the gamut distance field. The decals are deformed, and the
GUI is rendered using the Qt library. Our prototype achieves interactive frame-rate on a standard
laptop with a CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8850H 2.60GHz and 32GB RAM.
Optimization. As Mellado et al. [33], we minimize the constraint costs with the single thread
implementation of Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm provided by Eigen [18]. As LM is a nonlinear algorithm, it takes as input starting decal positions that are modified to minimize the energy.
In order to get stable optimization results, we set the starting positions as the initial decal positions.
When a user grabs and moves a decal in the GUI, the position of all the other decals are optimized,
but not the selected one.
5

STUDY OF DECAL SHAPE AND DEFORMATION

To evaluate the previously presented decal shapes and deformers, we chose to conduct an online
pairwise experiment in which participants had to rate pairs of conditions (in our case, pairs of
animations showing two decals colliding). Such experiments are typical to gather Quality of
Experience (QoE) feedback and have been previously used to compare freeform interface layouts
[45].
5.1

Study description

We adopted an approach similar to [45] by conducting an online survey and using the BradleyTerry-Luce [6] mathematical model to analyse the results, as detailed below.
5.1.1 Task. We conducted an online survey, which was divided into two parts. For the first part, the
task consisted of comparing pairs of deformers. Each deformer was illustrated using an animated gif
showing two decals colliding. For each pair of deformers, participants had to answer three questions
to say which deformer was nicer (i.e. visually pleasing), clearer (i.e. with more visible/readable
content), and which one better represented a group of items (association). The first two questions
correspond to aesthetic terms proposed in the literature [30]. We focused on aesthetics because
previous work has shown a strong correlation between aesthetics and usability [28]. The last
question focused on whether, when two decals collide, the deformation makes it clear that the two
decals are grouped, since GUI items are usually grouped (such as toolbar items). For each question
the participant could provide three answers: pair A, pair B or both (i.e. equality). For the second
part of the survey, the participants were asked to rank the decal shapes in order of preference for
each type of content (icon, image and text) and motivate their choice.
5.1.2 Evaluated conditions. We tested the three decal shapes and the four deformers (OverlappingUnion, Overlapping-Blending, Squashing-Union and Squashing-Blending, see Figure 5). Concerning
the decals content, we decided to study three common types of UI content: icons, images or text.
Notice that we decided to only study collisions between decals having the same shape and content.
As for the text, we used dummy Lorem Ipsum text. There were eleven words in both square and
rounded square decal shapes, whereas only nine words fit in circular shape decal having the same
font size. Regarding images and icons, we chose them so that the contact behaviour was noticeable
enough on decals collision. All deformers were shown using the same collision trajectory, the speed
was empirically set to 54 pixels per second so that the deformation was visible but not too fast.
The speed of decals in the final application depends on the solver, and we do not apply any speed
constraint (e.g. decals can move slower or faster, according to the user actions). The maximum
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overlapping area of the decals was around 40%, which is the maximum overlap that would occur in
our final system. In total we generated 36 animations corresponding to 4 deformers x 3 shapes x 3
content types.

Fig. 5. In this survey we evaluated three decal shapes and four deformers (Left, illustrated with the Icon
content). We also investigated these conditions with Text and Image content (Right, illustrated with SquashingUnion on a rectangular decal).

5.1.3 Participants. We had 31 complete answers to our study, but we removed results from 4
participants due to their low consistency (Section 5.2.1 ). The final 27 participants (13 female) were
aged 28.1 on average (SD=6.9). 14 of them were university students, while the rest were professional
workers from various areas: 3 researchers, 3 office workers, a teacher, a photograph, an illustrator,
a computer scientist, a flight attendant, a surgeon and an architect.
5.1.4 Study Design. This study followed a 4x3x3 within-subject design, with Deformation operators
(Overlapping-Union, Overlapping-Blending, Squashing-Union and Squashing-Blending), Shape
(Square, Square with rounded borders or Circular) and Content type (Icon, Image or Text) as factors.
For the first part of the study participants evaluated 54 pairs of animations (6 pairs combining the 4
deformers x 3 content types x 3 shapes). We used a 3x3 Latin square to counterbalance the order of
the Shape factor. For the second part of the study, we asked participants to rank the three shapes
for each content type.
5.2

Results

We first report on the consistency of the collected data before describing the results of the pairwise
comparisons of the deformers and on the shape preference.
5.2.1 Data consistency. Our analysis of the results is based on the three steps described in [7]
which validate the consistency of the collected data. The first step consists in computing the
Transitivity Satisfaction Rate (TSR) to analyse the individual consistency judgement over multiple
questions. After measuring the TSR for each participant, we removed 4 of them due to a low value
(between 0.7 and 0.8). For the resting 27 participants, the TSR was above 0.8, meaning that they
paid full attention to the study [7]. Second, we calculated the group consistency judgement using
Kendall’s tau coefficient [7]. The Kendall tau coefficient was greater than 0.5 for all answers to
the ’nicer/clearer’ questions, meaning that the overall judgement was consistent enough [7]. The
answers to the ’grouping’ question provided a Kendall tau coefficient above 0.5 only for some
conditions (shapes having text as content, as well as circular icons). Therefore, we provide the
’grouping’ results only for these conditions. Finally, we used the Bradley-Terry-Luce model [6] to
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: October 2021.
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Fig. 6. Results for the pair comparisons between deformers for each decal shape (the y-axis represents the
mean rating with respect to Squashing-Union, whose value is always equal to 0). Orange bars show the
results for the Nice metric and green bars for the Clear metric.

get an "ability" metric for each condition as well as statistical differences between conditions with
p-values. For sake of clarity, we add all details regarding these p-values in Appendix E.
5.2.2 Results on visibility and aesthetics. Figure 6 shows the results representing the Nice and
Clear estimate values as computed via the Bradley-Terry-Luce model. For all figures, the SquashingUnion operator was used as reference. Hence, the estimates for the other deformation operators
are provided with respect to Squashing-Union.
Results on the Nice and Clear metrics are consistent across decal shapes and contents. Overall,
the Overlapping-Union operator was rated nicer and clearer than the other deformation operators
(see Figure 6). Squashing-Union and Overlapping-Blending were perceived to be the most clear and
nice after Overlapping-Union: we found no statistical difference between Squashing-Union and
Overlapping-Blending except for rectangular icons and images, where Squashing-Union was deemed
nicer. There were only two conditions where Overlapping-Union values were not significantly
different than Squashing-Union and Overlapping-Blending: for icons presented on rectangular or
rounded decals. The Squashing-Blending operator was always rated the least nicer and clearer.
5.2.3 Grouping. As said earlier, we only found significant results for the grouping value for Text
content and Circular Shapes. Results reveal that Overlapping-Blending and Squashing-Blending
are the deformers that better represent a grouping of multiple decals, except for text content on
rectangular decals. Results reveal no significant difference between these two operators. While the
fact that these two operators better represent a grouping behaviour was predictable, given that
they apply a blending deformation, we discovered that this blending effect was stronger on textual
decals.
5.2.4 Shape Preference and subjective feedback. When asked which decal shape they prefer, participants answers varied according to the content type. Rectangular shapes with rounded borders
were preferred for icons (ranked first by 16 participants) and images (13). It is interesting to note
that the rectangular shape was the least preferred for icons and images (ranked last 16 and 15 times
respectively), even though we are used to display images on rectangular windows. Instead, the
rectangular shape is preferred for text (12).
Participants commented on their shape preference choice. Concerning the overall preference for
Rectangular shapes with Rounded borders (for icons and images), participants stated that the shape
was more "pleasant" (P3, P22), and that "the rounded rectangle seems to allow the morphing in a
more smooth fashion" (P6). Concerning the preference for rectangular shapes for textual content,
participants referred to their habits and reading performance: "text in rectangles is more familiar
and natural" (p7). Participants commented on circular shapes. Those that did not like the shape
mostly referred to it being space inefficient: "circular is the least optimized" (P9). Instead, those that
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liked it referred to the fact that the circular shape seems to be better for deformation: "changing
the shape of a circle seems more natural than warping the rectangles" (P2).
5.3

Summary

To summarize, our study reveals that Overlapping-Union is the deformation operator that is
perceived to be clearer and nicer. This result holds true for all decal shapes and content. To
represent a group of decals, both deformer operators using blending seem to show better results
but only for textual and circular content. Concerning the shapes, overall participants preferred the
rectangular rounded shape for icons and images, and the rectangular shape for text. These results
complement previous work on the perception of non-rectangular interfaces [44–46], which mostly
focused on static content .
6

STUDY OF DECAL CONSTRAINTS

To validate our constraints, we conduct a simulation-based study on different application interfaces.
6.1

Study Method

6.1.1 Choice of experiment. Our study consists of simulating, for each interface, multiple object
occlusions at predefined positions or changes in the overall display shape, then adapting the
interface using different conditions, and automatically computing relevant metrics on the final
interface layout. We chose to conduct such automatic testing to obtain a more systematic approach
to compare the different optimization approaches (e.g. control the exact position of the physical
object), thereby removing all possible biases introduced by object tracking flaws or user behaviour
in a real setup.
6.1.2 Interfaces, constraints and conditions. We implement four different interfaces to test the
effects of our constraints: an Image Viewer, a Mind Map, a 3x3 Grid of Images and a 5x5 Grid
of folders (see Figure 7). We implement our decals with different constraint conditions. Either
with only the Minimum distance constraint (namely Decals_Min) or with an additional constraint
varying according to the application (namely Decals_Combined): we apply the alignment constraint
on the toolbar icons of the Image Viewer and on the grids of images and folders (both on the
lines and columns) ; we apply the maximum distance constraint on groups of post-its of the Mind
Map. For each interface, we also implement two baselines: No_Deformation and Warping. The
No_Deformation condition corresponds to an interface that would simply be occluded without any
kind of deformation or positioning behaviour. The Warping condition is similar to those proposed
in the literature [8] and consists of deforming the whole interface.
Concerning the disruption conditions, we either emulate a physical object covering the interface
or change the overall display shape. Both are implemented as part of the gamut, i.e. through a
gamut constraint. We simulate two different physical objects: a circular cup and a rectangular book
(slightly rotated). We define 9 predefined positions of the object on the interface, corresponding to
different levels of occlusion on the right and top side of the interface. For the change in display shape,
we test 10 different shapes: four geometrical shapes (e.g. circle, octagon, hexagon and pentagon),
four freeform shapes and two particular shapes: a donut (i.e. with an inner hole) and a ’separated’
shape (i.e. composed of two separate parts).
6.1.3 Metrics and collected data. We automatically compute two metrics: content preservation
and layout simplicity. The content preservation is calculated as the average ratio between the
GUI elements size after deformation and their initial size. For the layout simplicity we use the
formula provided by [37]: the simplicity is a function of the number of vertical and horizontal
alignment points. We compute the difference between the initial simplicity and the value after
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Fig. 7. Study results reveal that, compared to regular warping (top interfaces), our decals approach (bottom
interfaces) improves content preservation when adapting the layout to an object occlusion or a non-rectangular
display shape.

deformation. Note that the Simplicity metric is not directly optimized by the solver. Hence our
constraints and metrics are independent.We do not compute the simplicity for the Mind Maps
application, given that the post-its are not aligned, nor for the No_Deformation condition, as it
does not change the layout of the interface. In total, we generated 448 interfaces: we compute the
content preservation metric for all 448 interfaces, and the layout simplicity for 252 interfaces. For
each one of the generated conditions we also captured a screenshot of the interface illustrating our
results.
6.1.4 Data analysis. We analyze the results with a Shapiro-Wilk test determining the normality of
the collected data. For all the reported data, the Shapiro-Wilk test reveals that data did not follow a
normal distribution: we performed a Box-Cox transformation, but the data could not always be
transformed to be normally distributed. Hence we conducted a Kruskall Wallis test to verify if there
is a significant difference of the layout adaptation technique and a pairwise Wilcoxon test with
Bonferroni correction to calculate pairwise comparisons between adaptation techniques.
6.2

Results

6.2.1 Content preservation. The Kruskall-Wallis test reveals a significant effect of the Layout
adaptation technique (p<.001) on content preservation. The pairwise Wilcoxon test shows that
Warping and No_Deformation are significantly different than both the Decals_Min (p<.001 for both)
and Decals_Combined (p<.001 for both) conditions. These results hold true for conditions involving
a layout adaptation to object occlusion and a non-rectangular display area. They indicate that the
use of constraints significantly improves content preservation.
When adapting the layout to an object occlusion, content preservation is on average 96% for the
Decal conditions, 89% for Warping, and 89% for No_Deformation. When adapting the interface to a
non-rectangular area, this difference is even more pronounced in favor of decals: overall decals
provide a content preservation of 95%, while Warping and No_deformation only 76%. This is in
part due to the tested physical objects that only occlude a small part of the interface, which shows
that the advantages of our approach are more evident as more content is occluded.
6.2.2 Layout simplicity. Concerning the simplicity metric, the Kruskall Wallis test reveals a significant effect of the Layout adaptation technique (p<.001). The pairwise Wilcoxon test shows that
Decals_Combined is significantly different than both Decals_Min (p<.001) and Warping (p<.001)
conditions in terms of layout simplicity. The results did not reveal any difference between Decals_Min and Warping (p>.05). Again, these results hold true for conditions involving a layout
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adaptation to a physical object occlusion and to a non-rectangular display area. Overall the use of
the Alignment constraint on Decals_Combined improves layout simplicity, as illustrated on Figure
8.
When occluding the interface with a physical object, layout simplicity average is 93% for Decals_Combined (i.e. with Alignment), 84% for Decals_Min (i.e. without Alignment), and 85%
for Warping. When adapting the layout to a non-rectangular display, the simplicity with Decals_Combined is 93%, with Decals_Min 75% and with Warping 81%.

Fig. 8. The use of an Alignment constraint (bottom interfaces) improves layout simplicity compared to using
a Minimum distance constraint only (top interfaces).

6.3

Summary

Our results reveal that, overall, the use of decals preserves the interface content and the layout
simplicity compared to not deforming the interface or warping the entire interface. These results
hold true when the interface is occluded by an object or when the interface adapts to a nonrectangular display area.
7

USER EVALUATION

We conducted a final study with the goal to collect feedback from users regarding aesthetics, content
visibility and usability of our system in a real physical setup.
7.1

Study Description

7.1.1 Study task and instructions. The user study consisted of two parts corresponding to the two
disruption conditions: object occlusion and change on the overall display shape. In the first part
(Figure 9-a and -b), we asked participants to grasp a physical object (a mug in our study), displace it
over two predefined positions on the interface to occlude it and rate the interface on three different
metrics: interface aesthetics, content visibility, and content alignment or grouping (depending on
the interface). In the second part (Figure 9-c), the participants had to evaluate, using the same
metrics, the interfaces presented in three non-rectangular display areas: a freeform shape, a donut
(with inner hole) and a ’separated’ shape (composed of two parts).
7.1.2 Conditions. For the first part, we tested the same four interfaces as in our previous study,
namely the Image Viewer, the 3x3 Grid of Images, the 5x5 Grid of Folders and the Mind Map. We
compared two baselines (No_Deformation and Warping) against two Decals conditions (Decals_Min
and Decals_Combined). As in the previous study, the Decals_Combined consisted of applying the
Alignment constraint for all interfaces except the Mind Map, for which we applied a Maximum
Distance constraint (which had the effect of grouping post-its of the same color). For the second
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(a) User Evaluation Part 1

(b) User Evaluation Part 1 - top view

(c) User Evaluation Part 2 - top view

Fig. 9. Two parts of the study with the effect of Alignment on 3x3 Grid of Images. (a) and (b) Physical Object
Occlusion. (c) Static Freeform Display Areas

part of the experiment, we evaluated three interfaces (Image Viewer, 3x3 Grid of Images and 5x5
Grid of Folders). We did not include the Mind Maps as we posited that changing the display shape
would have minimal impact on the Maximum distance constraint. We presented each interface on
three freeform display areas positioned next to each other (Figure 9-c).
7.1.3 Setup. We chose to conduct the experiment using a tabletop instead of a projection-based
system to remove any bias due to inefficient tracking of the physical object. We used a 65 inches
multitouch tabletop (1920x1080px), at a height of 80 cm allowing a comfortable grasp of the physical
object when standing in front of it. The mug (5cm radius, 6cm height) had three soft pads (1.5cm
height) attached to its bottom to be detected as a touch pattern on the touchscreen. To make
participants more immersed in the environment, we imitated the presence of other physical objects
around our interfaces. Our system was running on a desktop PC (i7-4790K CPU @ 4.00GHz; 32GB;
GeForce GTX 980).
7.1.4 Participants. Twelve participants (2 female, 10 male) took part in this study (average age of
27.75, SD = 3.2). Ten of them were local university students (1 Master Degree and 9 PhD students)
and 2 were researchers (in physics and computer science).
7.1.5 Study Design. The study followed a 4x4x2 within-subjects design with Interface (Mind Map,
Image Viewer, 3x3 Grid of Images and 5x5 Grid of Folders), Display Condition (No_Deformation,
Warping, Decals_Min and Decals_Combined) and Type of disruption (Physical object occlusion,
Freeform display area) as factors. As said earlier, we did not evaluate the Mind Map interface on
the freeform display shape . We counterbalanced the Interfaces and Display Conditions across
participants. In total we had 12 trials per Type of disruption.
7.1.6 Data collection and analysis. After each condition, participants used a 5-points Likert scale
to rank their preferences on the metrics mentioned above (nice, visible content, alignment and
grouping). At the end of the study we measured the usability of each display condition with a System
Usability Scale (SUS). To analyze the Likert scale results, we treated data as nominal non-parametric
variables. We used a Kruskal-Wallis test to obtain the degree to which one group has higher ranks
than the others. After that, we made a post-hoc analysis using a pairwise Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
test [11].
7.2

Results

For both parts of the study the Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant difference between display
conditions (p<.001). In this section, for each metric and condition we will report the percentage
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of participants that gave a positive score on the 5-points Likert scale, i.e. that answered Agree or
Strongly agree.
7.2.1 Physical Object Occlusion. Figure 10-left illustrates the results of the Likert scale for the
first part of the study, where participants moved a physical object over the interfaces. For the
Nice and Visible metrics, the Wilcoxon pairwise comparison shows that there is a significant
difference between the Decals conditions and the baseline conditions (p < .001 for all). Decals_Min
and Decals_Combined were evaluated as nicer and more visible compared to No_Deformation and
Warping techniques. The percentage of positive scores for the Nice metric was respectively of 71%
for Decals_Min, 85% for Decals_Combined, 25% for No_Deformation and 25% for Warping. The
percentage of positives scores for the Visible metric was respectively of 79% for Decals_Min, 88%
for Decals_Combined, 6% for No_Deformation and 10% for Warping.
Concerning the content Alignment, results only revealed a significant difference between Decals_Min and the other conditions (p < .001 for all). All conditions were perceived to offer a better
content alignment (Decals_Combined: 89%, No_Deformation: 83%, and Warping: 89%) than Decals_Min (30%).
Results were similar regarding the Grouping metric for the MindMaps application, where we
only found a significant difference between Decals_Min and the other conditions (p < .001 for
all). All conditions were perceived to offer a better content grouping (Decals_Combined: 100%,
No_Deformation: 92%, and Warping: 84%) than Decals_Min (25%).

Fig. 10. Likert scale results for the two parts of the study: Physical object occlusion (left) and Static freeform
display area (right).

7.2.2 Static Freeform Display Areas. Figure 10-right illustrates the results of the Likert scale for
the second part of the study, where interfaces were presented in freeform display areas. For
the Nice metric, the Wilcoxon pairwise comparison reveals a significant difference between all
conditions (p=0.015 between Decals_Combined and Decals_Min, p < .001 for all others) except
between No_Deformation and Decals_Min. Overall, Decals_Combined was the nicer condition
(83%), followed by Decals_Min and No_Deformation (59% and 31% respectively), with Warping
being considered the less nice (11%).
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For the Visible metric, the Wilcoxon pairwise comparison reveals a significant difference between
all conditions (p=0.048 between Decals_Combined and Decals_Min, p < .001 for all others) except
between No_Deformation and Warping. Decals_Combined and Decals_Min were considered to
offer a better content visibility (92% and 87% respectively) than No_Deformation and Warping (6%
each).
Finally, regarding the content alignment, the Wilcoxon pairwise comparison reveals a significant difference between all conditions (p < .05 for all) except between No_Deformation and Decals_Combined. Overall, the content alignment was thought to be better when applying No_Deformation
and Decals_Combined (80% and 84% respectively) than with Decals_Min (19%) or Warping (58%).
7.2.3 System Usability Scale. Regarding the SUS results, No_Deformation had an average score of
78.1, which corresponds to a system between "Good" and "Excellent", Warping had a score of 60.0,
which equals "OK" and Decals_Min had a score of 71.9, which is "Good". Participants evaluated
separately the Decals_Combined using the Alignment constraint and the one using the Maximum
distance constraint (only on the Mind Maps interface): the Decals_Combined with alignment scored
80.2, whereas Decals_Combined with maximum distance constraint had a score of 84.2, which are
both "Excellent".
7.2.4 Qualitative Feedback. The qualitative feedback for each technique helps us to better understand the previous results. Regarding the two baseline conditions, participants preferred No_Deformation
over Warping because they felt the interface was more natural with no additional features, even
though the content was occluded by the cup. The Warping was considered as cool but not useful or
usable. Regarding Decals_Min, participants mentioned that it was hard to track the distribution of
the UI elements, especially for the 5x5 Grid of Folders. Considering the Decals_Combined, they
noted that it was easy to predict the behaviour of the UI elements.
7.3

Summary

To sum up, our user study confirms that displaying interfaces using our approach offers several
benefits compared to the two baselines. With our approach the interface content is nicer and more
visible than the baselines, and Decals_Combined preserves content alignment and grouping of
elements. Overall, Decals_Combined is the only technique with very positive scores across all the
metrics at the same time. This is valid both when occluding the interface with a physical object, as
well as when adapting the interface to a freeform display area.
8

DISCUSSION

Our studies validate that adopting an optimization approach to place GUI elements, combined with
graphical deformation, helps in solving the issues of content occlusion and the non-rectilinearity
of the display area on pervasive interfaces. Our approach improves content visibility and layout
properties (i.e. alignment and grouping) compared to previous works warping the interface [8]. We
further discuss the possible applications of our approach, its performance, limitations and future
directions.
Illustrative applications. Our approach can have many applications beyond our initial augmented
classroom user scenario. We showcase in Figure 11 different scenarios where we applied Dynamic
Decals: from left to right and top to bottom, casual image gallery on freeform coffee table, magic desk
application [3], wall projection combining virtual post-its with physical documents, floor projection
of images around users in a museum exhibit, personal augmented workspace and augmented
restaurant dishware.
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Fig. 11. Six illustrative applications for the Dynamic Decals.

Performances of the layout solver. We designed our prototype using a general-purpose constraintbased solver [33]. Regarding computation times, the optimization is fast-enough to enable interactive
framerates, however we believe that it can be improved in several ways, for instance using analytical
derivative computations and parallel constraint evaluations. Regarding accuracy, the LM algorithm
finds local minima of the energy function, which in some cases might lead to sub-optimal results, e.g.
when no valid solution can be found (over-constrained problem: display area too small, conflicting
constraints), or several optimal solutions when they exist (under-constrained problem: very large
screen, missing constraints). These situations might be detected when designing the interface (to
adapt the constraints) and at runtime by analyzing the shape of the display area. Visual hints could
also be shown to the user to highlight parts of the GUI where the solver struggles to find a solution,
by analysing the optimization residuals.
Limitations. This research is a first step into combining graphical deformations with layout
constraints to produce freeform interfaces dynamically adapting to content occlusion and nonrectangular display shapes. As such, we implemented a set of fundamental constraints for freeform
GUIs, with layout simplicity in mind. While the SUS results are very positive, given the task of
the study (with limited interaction) the evaluated usability results needs to be interpreted with
caution. Obviously, other constraints can be added to address other layout properties, such as
balance or symmetry [15, 37], or anchors to the initial items location (e.g. minimizing displacement
of decals from their original positions). Besides layout properties, constraints could also address
other relevant considerations, such as higher-level semantic or task requirements. With more
constraints will come the question of the scalability of the optimization. We considered a maximum
combination of three constraints at the same time. Obviously, finding an optimal solution to the
minimization problem becomes more difficult as we add constraints, and further studies should
validate this scalability question. In our studies, we focus on adapting the decal positions. The
integration of decal scale and orientation as well as the scale of parts or even the whole interface in
the solver constraints is an interesting line of research. This would increase the space of solutions
and constraints for the solver. This also requires new studies and considerations that should be the
topic of new dedicated investigations.
Future work. Beyond addressing the previous limitations, in the future we plan to investigate
other approaches to define constraints: in this work we implemented position-based constraints,
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but we could also consider to use other types of external constraints, such as user preference.
Another important aspect of GUI interfaces, beyond layout properties, is the fact that GUI elements
can be part of a hierarchy. Implementing constraints on a hierarchy of objects poses a series of
challenges but can also allow for a more efficient optimization by clustering the problem resolution
to a subset of the decals, as already demonstrated for position-based dynamics [35]. We also plan
to further investigate the impact of presenting distorted content on Decals: while distortion has
been used in HCI for a long time [32], it may be better suited for certain types of content. For
instance, presenting distorted text will most certainly affect its readibility: the question on how to
best present text on freeform surfaces has already been explored before [44], underlining the need
for proper scrolling techniques.
We also plan to ease the integration of our approach into pervasive interfaces. The first step is the
creation of an API to program decals and their constraints. With such toolkit, we will implement
a demonstrator with a projection-based approach [23, 39, 55] and a depth camera detecting the
environment [8]. Depth camera images will then have to be efficiently processed to extract the
gamut and its distance field before being used as input in the pipeline presented in this paper. Then,
we would like to explore the combination of our constrained-based approach with multimodal
interfaces, which are particularly well suited to such pervasive contexts. Applying constraints to a
component-based model of the multimodal interaction [42, 43] could decide which modalities to
combine according to the interface state.
9

CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a novel approach tackling challenges resulting from content occlusion
and non-rectangular display areas on pervasive interfaces. Our approach is composed of two main
components: (1) a dynamic layout optimisation model moving the GUI elements according to
predefined constraints and user interactions and (2) a deformation model changing the shape
of colliding GUI elements. We implement the deformation model with an extension of Implicit
Decals [10] defining different decal shapes and new deformers. An online pairwise study reveals
that overall the Overlapping-Union deformer is perceived to be nicer and clearer than the others.
Our optimisation model is built upon the solver by Mellado et al. [33] combining and minimizing
constraints to update the decal positions. We validate the constraints through a study where we
implement different interfaces on which we apply content occlusion and display area changes.
The results show that compared to the baselines (i.e. warping the entire interface or covering
the content), our solution ensures both content preservation and layout simplicity. We confirm
these results with a user study showing that, compared to the baselines, users found our system
to be aesthetically pleasant while preserving content visibility, layout properties (alignment and
grouping) and usability.
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11
A

APPENDICES
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND: IMPLICIT DECALS

A decal position is set by its center p𝑖 , where 𝑓𝑖 (p𝑖 ) = 1 and its orientation is given by a local
frame (si, ti ). In the implicit decal formulation, the field function 𝑓𝑖 is defined by composing two
components. A distance field 𝑑𝑖 : R2 → [0, 1], providing a distance, eventually anisotropic (i.e.
varying differently in different directions), from any point p in space and the decal center p𝑖 , and
a compactly supported fall off function 𝑔 : [0, 1] → [0, 1] such that 𝑓𝑖 (p) = 𝑔(𝑑𝑖 (p)) exhibits the
aforementioned properties. In de Groot et al. [10] implicit decals, they are defined as follows:
(
∥p − p𝑖 ∥
(1 − 𝑑 2 ) 3 if 𝑑 ≤ 1
𝑑𝑖 (p) =
, and 𝑔(𝑑) =
(1)
𝑏𝑖 (p)
0
otherwise,
where the function 𝑏𝑖 (p) defines the decal shape by computing the Euclidean distance from p𝑖
and the decal influence limit in the radial direction p − p𝑖 in the case of an anysotropic function 𝑏𝑖
defining a square decal. For a circular decal of radius 𝑅𝑖 , we would just set 𝑏𝑖 (p) = 𝑅𝑖 = 𝐶 𝑡𝑒 ∀p.
A fundamental advantage of the field function formulation is to enable the automatic generation
of contact deformations between 𝑛 decals by combining their field functions 𝑓𝑖 with a composition
operator 𝑙 : [0, 1] 𝑛 → [0, 1] and define a unique field function 𝐹 : R2 → [0, 1] as 𝐹 (p) =
𝑙 (𝑓1 (p), . . . , 𝑓𝑛 (p)), which includes all decals deformed. De Groot’s contact formulation is defined
as:
1 
1 Ö
𝐹 (p) = + 𝑓𝑘 (p) −
ℎ(𝑓 𝑗 (p), 𝑓𝑘 (p)) where 𝑘 = argmax (𝑓𝑖 (p))
(2)
2
2
𝑖
𝑗≠𝑘

and
(

1−(

1
𝑥+𝑦−1 1−𝑦
2𝑦−1 )

if 𝑥 + 𝑦 > 1

(3)
1
otherwise.
To summarize, a decal 𝐷𝑖 is controlled by its center position p𝑖 , its local frame (si, ti ) and its
shape function 𝑏𝑖 (p).
Finally, the key idea of the implicit decal representation is to define its parameterization (𝑢𝑖 (p), 𝑣𝑖 (p))
using the inverse function 𝑔−1 (𝐹 (p)). It returns the distance 𝑑𝑖 (p) in an isolated decal 𝐷𝑖 , and
automatically transfers the decal deformations on the parameterization when they collide. De
Groot et al. introduced the parameterization in polar coordinates. In our case, the cartesian (𝑢, 𝑣)
coordinates defined in [0, 1] 2 are more convenient and we derive them as:
!

𝑏˜𝑖 (p) · 𝑠𝑖

1


𝑢𝑖 (p) =
 +1


2 𝑏𝑖 (p𝑖 + si ) · 𝑔−1 12


p − p𝑖
! with 𝑏˜𝑖 (p) = 𝑔−1 (𝐹 (p)) · 𝑏𝑖 (p) ·
.
(4)

∥p
− p𝑖 ∥
˜

𝑏𝑖 (p) · 𝑡𝑖
1



𝑣𝑖 (p) = 2 𝑏 (p + t ) · 𝑔−1 1  + 1
𝑖 𝑖
i

2
ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) =

B

DECAL SHAPE FUNCTION EQUATIONS

Following this definition of implicit decals, we first present functions 𝑏𝑖 producing our decal
shapes. We then introduce a new technical contribution: the use of field function deformers with
their formulation. With deformers, each decal is defined by its own field function and thus it also
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includes its own deformed parameterization with which its own content is mapped. This is both
more efficient and not subject to any indeterminacy when complex deformations are used. This
is implemented by replacing 𝑔−1 (𝐹 (p)) by 𝑔−1 (𝑓𝑖𝑘 (p)) in Equation 4, which yields the following
formulation for 𝑏¯𝑖 (p):
p − p𝑖
,
(5)
𝑏˜𝑖 (p) = 𝑔−1 (𝑓𝑖𝑘 (p)) · 𝑏𝑖 (p) ·
∥p − p𝑖 ∥
A square decal is defined as a square at the decal boundary and at its influence limit. Squares
are interpolated with a circle to smooth the in-between field (see Figure 2-a) and thus the contact
deformations. A square of size 𝑅𝑖 (i.e. an edge length of 2𝑅𝑖 ), is defined by the shape function 𝑏𝑖𝑠 as
follows:
𝑠


if 𝑠 ≤ 𝑟𝑖
 𝑟𝑖


𝑅𝑖 −𝑠
𝑠
2 ¯𝑠
2
𝑖
𝑏𝑖 (p) = 𝑡 𝑏𝑖 (p) + (1 − 𝑡 )𝑅𝑖 , with 𝑡 = 𝑅𝑖 −𝑟𝑖 if 𝑟𝑖 < 𝑠 ≤ 𝑟𝑖 +𝑅
(6)
2


𝑟
−𝑠
𝑟
+𝑅
𝑖
𝑖
 𝑖
if
<
𝑠
≤
𝑅
𝑖
2
 𝑟𝑖 −𝑅𝑖

where

𝑅𝑖 ∥p − p𝑖 ∥
.
(7)
, 𝑠 = max(|si · (p − p𝑖 )|, |ti · (p − p𝑖 )|) , and 𝑏¯𝑖𝑠 (p) =
𝑠
A square with rounded corners decal is represented by squares whose corners are defined
by a quarter of a circle. For a square of size 𝑅𝑖 rounded at an angle 𝜃 𝑖 (see Figure 2-b), the shape
function 𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑠 is defined as follows. We first define:
𝑟𝑖 = 𝑔−1

1
2



𝑠 p = |si · (p − p𝑖 )| and 𝑡 p = |ti · (p − p𝑖 )| .

(8)

Then, if (𝑡 p ≤ 𝑠 p tan 𝜃 𝑖 ) or (𝑠 p ≤ 𝑡 p tan 𝜃 𝑖 ), the decal is a square and:
𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑠 (p) =

𝑅𝑖 ∥p − p𝑖 ∥
,
max(𝑠 p, 𝑡 p )

(9)

Otherwise, we compute the intersection of a ray starting from p𝑖 in the direction of p and the
arc of circle defining the rounded corner. To do so, we first compute:
 


𝑠p
𝑅𝑖 tan 𝜃 𝑖
1
r=
and o
,
(10)
𝑅𝑖 tan 𝜃 𝑖
∥p − p𝑖 ∥ 𝑡 p
then:
𝑎 = r2 , 𝑏 = −2o.r , 𝑐 = o2 − (𝑅𝑖 (1 − tan 𝜃 𝑖 )) 2 ,

(11)

and finally:

√
−𝑏 + 𝑏 2 − 4𝑎𝑐
.
(12)
=
2𝑎
A circular decal is easily defined with a constant shape function set with its size: 𝑏𝑖𝑐 (p) = 𝑅𝑖
∀ p, as depicted in Figure 2-c.
𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑠 (p)

C

CONSTRAINTS

Following similar notations than Mellado et al. [33], we denote X = {x𝑖 ∈ S, 𝑖 = 1..𝑘𝑑 } the set of
decal positions, S the current display area, and Π(X) the conformity, which measures how much
the decal positions X respect the desired properties. The optimized positions of the decals X∗ are
computed as follows:
X∗ = argmin Π(X),
X

with

Π𝑋 = Π𝑋S (X) + Π constr (X).

(13)
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The goal of the first term is to penalize decals lying outside of the display area, and the goal of the
second term is to penalize decals that do not respect prescribed constraints. They are defined as
follows:
𝑘𝑑
𝑘𝑐
∑︁
∑︁
2
Π S (X) =
𝑐 gam (x𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖 ) 2 , with Π constr (X) =
𝑐 𝑗 (X 𝑗 ) .
(14)
𝑖=1

C.1

𝑗=1

Gamut constraint

In order to ensure fast evaluation with dynamic display area and decals with different radii, we
compute a signed distance field 𝑑 S (x) to the display area boundary (negative inside, positive
outside), and define the gamut constraint 𝑐 gam (x, 𝑟 ) as follows:


x − proj S (x) 2
if x ∉ S
𝑒
+ 𝑑 S (x) − 𝑟 if 𝑑 S (x) − 𝑟 > 0
𝑐 gam (x, 𝑟 ) = step
and
𝑑 S (x) =
0
otherwise,
− x − proj S (x) 2 otherwise.
(15)
The operator proj S (x) projects x on the boundary of the display area S. 𝑒 step is a constant error
term added to out-of-gamut positions, we used 𝑒 step = 10 for all our experiments.
C.2

Distance constraints

The minimum distance constraint penalizes overlapping decals. In order to ensure fast evaluation
of this constraint, we assume without loss of generality that the decal’s shape can be approximated
by axis aligned square boxes of size 𝑟𝑖 . Thus, overlap detection and cost can be efficiently computed
using the L1 distance between the decal’s center:
𝑐 mind (x𝑎 , x𝑏 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (0, |x𝑎 − x𝑏 | 1 − (𝑟 𝑎 + 𝑟𝑏 )) .

(16)

The maximum distance constraint ensures that decals belonging to the same group remain in
close proximity to each other. In contrast to 𝑐 mind , we look for proximity and do not want to favor
distances in 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions (see Figure 3-D). Thus, we penalize decals when their L2 distance
goes higher than a given threshold 𝑑 max :
𝑐 maxd (x𝑎 , x𝑏 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, |x𝑎 − x𝑏 | 2 − 𝑑 max ) .
C.3

(17)

Alignment constraint

The cost is computed w.r.t. the distance between the anchor line 𝑙 and each decal x𝑘 belonging to a
group denoted X, as:
∑︁
𝑐 anchor (X) =
proj𝑙 (X𝑘 ) − X𝑘 2 .
(18)
𝑘

D

DECAL DEFORMER EQUATIONS

For all deformer equations, we set 𝑘 as:
𝑘 = argmax (𝑓𝑙 ) , 𝑙 = 1..𝑛 .

(19)

𝑙

The Overlapping-Union deformer is built to keep unchanged the field function 𝑓𝑖 outside all
other decal boundaries, and where 𝑓𝑖 ≥ 𝑓 𝑗 (𝑗 = 1..𝑛 and 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖). Where 𝑓𝑖 < 𝑓 𝑗 , 𝑓𝑖 is set to a value in
[0, 12 ] to adequately define the outer area of the deformed decal. We thus propose the following
formulation:
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𝑘 = argmax (𝑓𝑙 ) , 𝑙 = 1..𝑛 , and 𝑧𝑜𝑢 (𝑓𝑖 , . . . , 𝑓 𝑗 , . . .), 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖, =
𝑙

if 𝑖 = 𝑘 or (𝑓𝑖 ≤


𝑓𝑖




 otherwise:


𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 +



0


1
2
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1
2

and 𝑓𝑘 ≤ 12 )

if 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + 12 > 0
otherwise .

(20)
The Squashing-Union deformer is very similar to the overlapping-union (Equation 20). The
difference is in the inner decal part where we want to squash the decal content. This is done using
an adaptation of de Groot contact composition operator [10] as follows:


𝐻 (𝑓𝑖 , 𝑓𝑘 )





𝑓

𝑖

𝑧𝑠𝑢 (𝑓𝑖 , . . . , 𝑓 𝑗 , . . .), 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖, = otherwise:


1


 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + 2


0


if 𝑖 = 𝑘
if 𝑓𝑖 ≤ 12 and 𝑓𝑘 ≤

1
2

(21)
1
2

if 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + > 0
otherwise ,

where
𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

1
2

+ (𝑥 − 12 )ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) ,

(22)

and ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) is defined in Equation 3.
The Overlapping-Blending deformer has the same inner behavior as the overlapping-union
(Equation 20) except for a small inner band of width 𝑒 close to the decal boundary that is mapped on
the blending boundary. This enables the generation of the black contouring of the blended decals,
as can be seen in Figure 4-right. The blending is a well know composition operator for combining
field functions and we propose to model it using its simplest formulation, i.e. by summing the
combined field functions [4, 56]. In our case, the blending is only located in the small inner band
of width 𝑒 and in the outside decal areas. We thus end up with the following formulation of our
deformer:

𝑓𝑖



 otherwise:



 Í𝑛


𝑓

 𝑙=1 𝑙

𝑜𝑏
𝑧 (𝑓𝑖 , . . . , 𝑓 𝑗 , . . .), 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖, = otherwise:



𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + 12




0



1 +𝑒
2

if 𝑖 = 𝑘 and 𝑓𝑖 >
if

Í𝑛

𝑙=1 𝑓𝑙

≤

1
2

1
2

+𝑒

+ 𝑒 and 𝑖 = 𝑘
(23)
1
2

if 0 < 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + <
if 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + 21 ≤ 0
otherwise .

1
2

The Squashing-Blending deformer, follows the formulation of the overlapping-blending
deformer (Equation 23). We just have to add the squashing deformation inside the decal. It is thus
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defined as follows:

𝐻 (𝑓𝑖 , 𝑓𝑘 )





otherwise:


Í𝑛




𝑙=1 𝑓𝑙


𝑠𝑏
𝑧 (𝑓𝑖 , . . . , 𝑓 𝑗 , . . .), 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖, = otherwise:


 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + 1

2




0



1 +𝑒
2

if 𝑖 = 𝑘 and 𝑓𝑖 >
if

Í𝑛

𝑙=1 𝑓𝑙

≤

1
2

1
2

+𝑒

+ 𝑒 and 𝑖 = 𝑘
(24)

if 0 < 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + 21 <
if 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 + 12 ≤ 0
otherwise .

1
2

where 𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑦) is defined in Equation 22.
The Squashing-Rigid deformer is used to squash a decal field 𝑓1 against a rigid display field
𝑓2 boundary. It is thus a binary deformer 𝑧𝑠𝑟 (𝑓1, 𝑓2 ). It is built such that where the decal and the
display interpenetrate and outside the display boundary, the outer display is removed from the
decal. Inside, an inside squashed field is built along the display boundary. This is implemented as
follows:


𝑓1
if 𝑓1 < 12 and 𝑓2 ≤ 21



1
1


 1 − 𝑓2

 if 𝑓1 ≥ 2 and 𝑓2 ≥ 2
√︃
𝑠𝑟
2
2
𝑧 (𝑓1, 𝑓2 ) =
(25)
1
1

max 0, 12 −
if 𝑓1 < 12 and 𝑓2 > 12

2 − 𝑓1 + 2 − 𝑓2




 (1 − 𝑡 (𝑓2 )) 𝑓1 + 𝑡 (𝑓2 )
otherwise ,
2

where
𝑡 (𝑥) = (2𝑥) 4
(26)
The Overlapping-Rigid deformer is very similar to the Squashing-Rigid deformer (Equation 25). The only difference is that the inner decal content is hided by the gamut rather than being
squashed. Its equation is thus:


𝑓1
if 𝑓1 < 12 and 𝑓2 ≤ 21



1
1


 1 − 𝑓2

 if 𝑓1 ≥ 2 and 𝑓2 ≥ 2
√︃
𝑜𝑟


𝑧 (𝑓1, 𝑓2 ) =
(27)
2
2
1
1

if 𝑓1 < 12 and 𝑓2 > 12
max 0, 12 −

2 − 𝑓1 + 2 − 𝑓2




 𝑓1
otherwise .

E

ESTIMATES AND P-VALUES FOR THE SURVEY PAIRWISE COMPARISONS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. (a) Color encoding of the p-values in the estimate tables for the three metrics: nice, clear and grouping.
(b) Numerical ranges of p-values
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Fig. 13. Tables with the estimate values for the Square decal shape. Significance is color encoded.

Fig. 14. Tables with the estimate values for the Square with rounded borders decal shape. Significance is
color encoded.

Fig. 15. Tables with the estimate values for the Circular decal shape. Significance is color encoded.
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